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1 Preliminaries: If all you have is Merge, . . .

(1) Hypothesis: Merge α (Boeckx 2010/In progress, based on Chom-
sky 2004)

(2) “[Narrow Syntax] is based on the free operation Merge” (p. 110)

(3) “[The Strong Minimalist Thesis] entails that Merge of α, β is un-
constrained, therefore either external or internal.” (p. 110)

(4) “[If Merge is unconstrained,] derivations cannot be failure-proof
(“Crash-free”)” (p. 112)

(5) “failures at the interface do not cause the derivation to crash; such
structures yield deviant interpretations of a great many kinds” (p.
111)
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(6) We want the interfaces to have the chance to filter out deviant out-
puts, for the sort of deviance that characterize such outputs cannot
be defined internal to Narrow Syntax. The latter is only required
to generate interface-legible outputs, it cannot, and should not be
asked to, guarantee anything more (see also Ott (2010)).

(7) All apparent constraints on Merge (incl. constraints on Move,
“islands”) must therefore reduce to interface constraints; back to
Miller and Chomsky (1963), Chomsky and Lasnik (1977).

(8) Turning the minimalist predicament into an advantage: Modular
vs. interface-thinking

(9) Minimalism. Sure, but which one?

(10) “Occasionally you see these entirely conceptual papers and I’m
not a big fan of them, because I just don’t think our field is ready
for them, maybe physics is, I don’t know much about physics,
but linguistics certainly isn’t ready for entirely conceptual argu-
ments. I think we still have to rely a lot on empirical evidence.”
(Lasnik, 2002, 323)

(11) “. . . the all too infrequent pleasure of seeing the theory choose
the analysis” (Kayne, 1994, 132)

(12) “My concerns are not about Minimalism as a program. On the
contrary, I subscribe to the overall goal to construct a theory that
makes grammar look as perfect as possible and that relegates as
much as it can to “third factor” principles. My dissatisfaction
is about how this program is carried out in practice. Others dis-
agree, but my personal feeling is that little theoretical progress
has been made since the 1980s. I emphasize theoretical, because
empirically speaking the progress has been impressive. One can
hardly think of any topic nowadays of which it cannot be said
that there is a wealth of literature about it.” (Koster, 2010)

(13) Minimalism-Schminimalism (Boeckx, 2010/In progress)

(14) General feeling:
(i) Locality was GB’s pet subject and success story
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(ii) Locality is MP’s blindspot

(15) (Needless to say?) I disagree, for various reasons:
a. (GB and MP are not in opposition)
b. GB accounts (all the way back to Ross (1967), Chomsky

(1973)) uncovered fascinating regularities, but didn’t re-
ally go “beyond explanatory adequacy”. It’s not even clear
that they cut the nature of locality at its joints (island re-
pair, CED-discrepancies, etc.). Much of the GB work was
cartographic in nature.

c. There are insightful (and partially converging) accounts of
locality effects in MP:
(i) Richards (2001), Boeckx (2003, 2008b), Rizzi

(2006), Rizzi and Shlonsky (2007) on the EPP and
freezing

(ii) Hornstein and Nunes (2008), Chomsky (2004),
Boeckx (2008b), Stepanov (2007) on the Adjunct
Condition and the derivational invisibility of Pair-
Merge structures

(iii) Uriagereka (1999b), Fox and Pesetsky (2005), Las-
nik (2001), Merchant (2001), Hornstein et al. (2007)
on islands and PF (linearization)

(iv) Rizzi (2004), Starke (2001), Boeckx and Jeong
(2004) on Minimality and autosegmental-like feature
structures

All of these made possible by MP’s attention to economy,
features, and essential properties like labeling

(16) Moreover, one of the best GB accounts — Rizzi (1990) — was
actually MP in disguise:
“the basic and appealing intuition that lies behind the principle
of Relativized Minimality is [...] that the operation [of move-
ment] should always try to construct ‘the shortest link’.”
(Chomsky and Lasnik, 1991, 89)

(17) A useful reminder:

[. . . ] [i]n the particular case I am talking about the
theories are exactly equivalent. [. . . ] Psychologi-
cally they are different because they are completely
unequivalent when you are trying to guess new laws.
(Feynman, 1965, 47)

(18) Minimalist worry:
(i) As Rizzi (1990, 1) had already told us, “Minimality is a
partial theory of locality”. The elegant economy account be-
hind Relativized Minimality does not straightforwardly extend
to CED-phenomena.
(ii) Big Problem, because (sadly) for many, MP = economy and
features
(iii) So . . . back to the comfort of old: “[phases] yield a strong
form of subjacency” (Chomsky, 2000, 108)
BUT:
(iv) Old chestnut:
“In the current theory [Phase Theory – CB], all phase-boundary-
inducing heads can have P-features. A head with a P-feature can
attract elements with unsatisfied uninterpretable features to its
specifier, with the result that the P-feature is checked by the at-
tractee, and the attractee is in a position from which it can move
further to satisfy its uninterpretable feature (and thus prevent the
derivation from crashing). The problem that arises by this pro-
posal is that now nothing should be an island if all strong phases
allow movement out of them (due to P-features).” (Ceplova,
2001, 2–3)
(v) Familiar tempation:
“[we should look for] a possibility of restricting the distribution
of P-features that depends on structural position of the category,
a possibility reminiscent of L-marking in Chomsky (1986)” (Ce-
plova, 2001)
Similarly:
“Phases are still wanting as a theory of locality; they clearly do
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not make for very good islands, precisely because they are de-
signed to be escapable, via the phase edge (see also Boeckx &
Grohmann 2007 on this point). What is required to bring phases
up to the level of descriptive adequacy attained by barriers in
GB, then, is a theory of precisely when the phase edge (spec-
ifier region) is and is not available (i.e. able to be projected).
Müller [2010] is an important step in this direction.” (Richards,
To appear)

(19) Such accounts forget that perhaps the most radical difference in
research strategy between GB and MP is the rise of “interface
thinking”, as opposed to modularity.

(20) Features are nano-modules. We need to look for interface-driven
accounts.

(21) Careful to avoid the opposite temptation: “there is nothing syn-
tactic about islands; it’s all discourse, or pragmatics, or . . . ”
(Goldberg (2006), Erteschik-Shir (1973, 2007))

(22) The example to follow is Miller and Chomsky (1963) (see also
Bever (1970)): how instructions provided by Narrow Syntax,
packaged in a specific way, are processed within the computa-
tional limits of the performance systems (see also Chomsky and
Lasnik (1977))

2 Things we have (not yet fully?) learned

(23) It is standard to use “Islands” as a diagnostic for movement (cf.
Chomsky (1977, 86)), but:

(24) The operation Agree — a nonmovement operation — is con-
strained by Minimality (Chomsky 2000, Boeckx 2008a, among
many others).

(25) Agree also cannot reach into ‘opaque’ domains (Boeckx 2003)
a. Displaced subjects can’t be probed
b. (true) Adjuncts can’t be probed

(26) Since Move/Remerge is (by default) parasitic on Agree (Chom-
sky 2000), Move/Remerge will be constrained by Minimality,
and is expected to give rise to CED-effects

In light of this, consider:

(27) a. *Qui
who

il
he

dit
said

qui
that.AGR

〈qui〉 a
has

vue
seen

Marie?
Marie

(Fr.)

‘Who has he said saw Marie?’
b. Qui

who
il
he

dit
said

que
that

Jean
Jean

a
has

vu
seen

〈qui〉?

‘Who has he said that Jean saw?’

(28) a. *Nori
who

buruzko
about.of

sortu
create

zitusten
aux

aurreko
last

asteko
week

istiluek
scandals

zurrumurruak?
rumors

(Basque)

‘Who have last week’s scandals caused rumors about?’
(Uriagereka (1998, 395))

b. Who did you see friends of 〈who〉?

(29) a. *Quanti
how.many

abbia
has

scritto
written

[〈quanti〉 libri]
books

Maria?
Maria

(It.)

‘How many books did Maria write?’
b. Quanti libri abbia scritto Maria?

(30) Quanti
how.many

abbia
has

scritto
written

[〈quanti〉 di
of

libri]
books

Maria?
Maria

‘How many of the books did Maria read?’

(31) a. Quanto
how

sono
are.3PL

[〈quanto〉 alti]?
old

‘How old are they?’
b. *Quanti alti sono?
(Moro (2000, 50))

For many more examples, see Boeckx (2003, 38ff.); see also Donati
(2006, 36) on ‘the freezing effect of agreement.’
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(32) In fact, we should have known this all along: “Chopping rules
are subject to [island] constraints; copying rules are not.” Ross
(1967, 257)

(33) Islandhood is a much more dynamic, relativized property (like
X-relations; see already Fukui 1986). There is no consistently
strong island (see Postal (1998), Boeckx (2003), Lasnik (2005)).

(34) Different domains count as opaque in different languages; it
makes sense to look for features that vary cross-linguistically
and that may induce islandhood. If parameters aren’t syntactic
(Boeckx (2011, 2010)), islands can’t be syntactic either.

(35) Remarkable degree of convergence in a minimalist context:
whatever islandhood is, it cannot follow from Merge.

This does not mean that islandhood is not part of FLN (which
includes the mapping from NS to SEM and PHON). Although
a few constraints on variables may be part of FLB/Conceptual
Structure (e.g., the Coordinate Structure Constraint, understood
as a Parallelism Requirement), it strikes me as implausible to
think that all of them may be.

3 What exactly is the problem with CED environ-
ments?

(36) Imagine a world where features don’t matter, where movement
is not greedy, . . .

(37) Necessarily:
a. Cartographies, hierarchies (θ, fseq, . . . ), and other configu-

rational properties traditionally ascribed to NS must be re-
captured in a more emergentist, interactionist fashion (see
Hale and Keyser 1993, 2002; more recently, Fortuny 2008,
Boeckx 2008b, Nilsen 2003). This must be true of locality
effects as well (islands as configurations)

b. Some other properties must be outsourced completely

(38) There is, however, one important sense in which such free-
running Merge machine must be supplemented with another
mechanism to provide informative outputs to the external sys-
tems (cf. Boeckx (2010/In progress)): short of providing LIs
with specific modes of presentation, the external systems would
be offered a giant set of undifferentiated lexical units. Such a set
would arguably not be sufficient to capture even the most basic
facts about s- and c-selection, θ-assignment, prosodic grouping,
etc.

(39) (Some) phases are required to provide informative outputs to the
interfaces (Boeckx (2010/In progress))

(40) Conjecture: Islands are grammatical conspiracies; they arise
when a series of independently licit properties are forced to co-
exist in the course of a derivation (anti-modularity).

3.1 The conspiracy = The dislike for ambiguity

(41) Principle of Unambiguous Chain (Boeckx (2003, 13))
A Chain may contain at most one strong feature checking oc-
currence

(42) Auxiliary hypothesis (see also Richards 2001):
A strong feature checking occurrence serves as an instruction to
the PHON interface to pronounce the displaced element (and all
the elements it contains) in that position.

(43) Assumption: PHON must receive unambiguous instructions
about which occurrence of a chain to pronounce

(44) Only one occurrence of an element can be pronounced (pace
Nunes 2004)

(45) a. *John seems [that 〈John〉 is sick]
b. *Who did John say [that 〈who〉 is sick]
c. *Who did [pictures of 〈who〉] [〈pictures of who〉 annoy

Mary]?
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(46) a. Who did John see 〈who〉?
b. Who did John see [pictures of 〈who〉]?

(47) Who did John arrive [after Bill saw 〈who〉]?
(48) Adjoined structures are uniformly associated with strong occur-

rences

(49) This approach predicts no island-effects if the offending strong
occurrence is deleted or resumed

(50) Islands as PHON-mapping phenomena; see also Merchant 2001,
Hornstein, Lasnik, and Uriagereka 2007

(51) Given Agree ({case/agreement}-checking at a distance), what
constitutes a “strong feature checking occurrence”?

(52) An occurrence (other than the base position) sandwiched be-
tween two probing-heads (Boeckx 2008b)

(53) Generalized that-t-filter:
[CP Cφ [TP XP Tφ . . . [ 〈XP〉 . . . ]]]]

(54) Movement of XP ‘forced’ by minimality considerations
(all other occurrences can be treated as non-feature-
driven/intermediate traces; Boeckx (2008d))
(Note: This is the ‘EPP;’ Boeckx (2010/In progress))

(55) a. Cφ . . . Tφ . . . XPφ
b. α � β � γ

(56) In Boeckx (2008b) I related (41) to the idea that chains are like
projections, they only allow for one unambiguous maximal pro-
jection

(57) Being unlabeled, structures created by adjunction necessarily
lead to ambiguous paths (cf. Kayne 1984)

(58) Given (56), freezing effects need no longer be treated in exclu-
sively PHON-terms (see also Rizzi and Shlonsky 2007)

(59) In retrospect, the situation characterized by (52) is the result of
Feature-inheritance (Chomsky 2008, 2007)

(60) A strong phase (P*) bearing uF forces immediate transfer of its
complement (Richards 2007); in effect, P* enforces Chomsky’s
2000 version of the Phase Impenetrability Condition

(61) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC1; Chomsky 2000, 108)
Spell-Out the Complement of Ph(ase) as soon as Ph is com-
pleted

(62) Hypothesis: The interface systems regard a chain CH as closed
if the portion transferred contains multiple occurrences of an
element ε, and one of which is a checking site (a sister of a head
having inherited uF from P* (a sort of ‘Earliness condition’ on
chain-formation)

(63) [CP Cφ [TP XP Tφ . . . [ 〈XP〉 . . .υ ]] . . . ]

(64) [XP υφ [V P V 〈XP〉] . . . ]

(65) Adjunction is Pair-Merge (Chomsky 2004)

(66) 〈α, β〉: β transferred upon adjoining to α (Raposo 2002), i.e.,
PIC1

(67) Specifically, for Pair Merge, the effect of PIC2 is PIC1 (assum-
ing adjunction is always to a phase head; see Boeckx 2010/In
progress)

(68) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC2; Chomsky 2001, 14)
Spell-Out the Complement of Ph(ase)1 as soon as Ph2 is merged

(69) Pair-Merge ≈ Pair of Probing heads ((52)); both enforce PIC1,
both require immediate transfer of their complements

(70) Note again that, unless we assume that transfer is only to PHON,
the effects of PIC1 will also hold at SEM

(71) It’s not (just) about PF: Truswell (2007)

(72) a. What did John drive Mary crazy [working on t]?
b. What did John die [working on t]?
c. *What does John drink coffee [working on t]?

(73) The Single Event Condition (Truswell, 2007):
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An A’-dependency is legitimate only if the minimal constituent
containing the head and foot of the chain describes a single event

(74) The Single Event Condition is checked cyclically (Truswell,
2007)

3.2 Interim summary

(75) (Strong) Islands: Akin to a garden-path effect; reminiscent of
Chomsky (1965, 14)

[w]e might assume, for example, that the perceptual
device has a stock of analytic procedures available to
it, one corresponding to each kind of phrase, and that
it is organized in such a way that it is unable (or finds
it difficult) to utilize a procedure φ while it is in the
course of executing φ.

(76) Better than:

One possibility for accounting for the fact that dele-
tion of the island rescues the the sluice from un-
grammaticality is to posit that the PF interface can-
not parse crossed island nodes. One way of formal-
izing this, following in essence Chomsky (1972b),
is to assume that crossed island nodes are marked
with some PF-uninterpretable feature, call it *. (Mer-
chant, 2008, 137)

4 Repair: No!; Resume: Yes!

(77) Islandhood is not an NS notion; ‘island repair’ isn’t, either.

(78) a. Resumption
b. Ellipsis
c. Wh-in situ
d. Pied-piping

4.1 Resumption as stranding

(79) RP and its antecedent are Merge-mates (Boeckx 2003, Aoun,
Choueiri, and Hornstein 2001):
[〈D;DP/PP〉 [D RP ] [DP/PP Op ]]

(80) RP takes care of the A-chain formation requirement; its DP/PP-
merge-partner takes care of the A-chain requirement

(81) [Phase [Op [. . . [〈Op〉 [Phase [DRP ] [. . . [〈D; Op〉 [Phase ]]]]]]]]

4.2 Wh-in situ as reverse resumption

(82) [〈DP/PP;D〉 [DP/PP indeterminate-‘wh’ . . . ] [D Op]] (see already
Demirdache 1991; see also Watanabe 1992, Tsai 1994)

(83) No island effect (except with true adjuncts, where resumption is
unavailable)

4.3 Pied-piping without percolation

(84) Instances of Pied-piping are really instances of Wh-in situ
(Boeckx 2008b, Cable 2007)

(85) [ForceP ForceQ [ . . . [ 〈Q; [XP . . . wh . . . ]〉 ]]] (Cable 2007)

(86) a. If Q-insertion takes place via adjunction (Pair Merge),
‘stranding’ (i.e., wh-in situ) takes place

b. If Q-insertion takes place via ‘complementation’ (Set
Merge), pied-piping takes place (Cable 2007)

(87) Optionality of pied-piping reduces to different merge-sites for
Q

(88) ‘Secondary movement’ of wh is due to an Agree-relation be-
tween Q and wh (parameter)
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4.4 Ellipsis as covert resumption

(89) Sluicing data (Ross 1969, Merchant 2001, Lasnik 2001, 2005)
provide prima facie evidence for a PHON-oriented approach to
island-effects

(90) Wang (In press):
a. John made the claim that Fido bit someone, but I didn’t

hear who John made the claim that Fido bit 〈who〉
b. John made the claim that Fido bit someone, but I didn’t

hear who John made the claim that Fido bit [pro 〈who〉]

(91) *Agnes wondered how John managed to cook, but it is not clear
hat food Agnes wondered how John managed to cook

(92) Merchant’s 2001 arguments against a resumption strategy:
a. Case morphology

(i) Who/*Whose did the police say that finding his car
took all morning

(ii) The police said that finding someone’s car took all
morning, but I can’t remember whose/*who

b. Lack of resumptive pronouns in some languages
c. Functional readings of wh-remnants
d. Preposition-stranding generalization

(93) a. The case morphology on RP forces default case morphol-
ogy on its antecedent

b. Lack of overt resumptive pronouns in some languages (see
Kennedy and Lidz 2001)

c. RP pro need not be definite
d. Are we sure it holds? And why should it?

5 Concluding remarks

(94) Island effects are not part of Narrow Syntax, but part of FLN

(95) Island effects arise due to the specific format of instructions

sent to the interfaces (both SEM and PHON); specifically, they
are a side-effect of PIC1, a side effect of cyclic mapping (cf.
Uriagereka 1999b,a): they are “spandrels”

(96) Locality restrictions are not modular, they necessarily are inter-
action effects. This is good news for interface-oriented mini-
malism.
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